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erviceberry trees bring interest to the garden in all four seasons.  These ornamental trees can be any of a number of 
species of Amelanchier found in North America.  While similar in appearance, I will concentrate on the examples 
found in the Piedmont of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, NC.     

 
The most commonly seen 
serviceberry is ‘Autumn Brilliance’, 
a cultivar of the naturally-
occurring hybrid between 
Amelanchier arborea and A. laevis, 
called A. X grandifolia.  It grows 
15-20 feet high and 15-20 feet 
wide.  In spring it has pink buds 
that open into lovely white 
flowers.  Virtually all the 
serviceberries seen in local 
nurseries will be cultivars of this 
hybrid.  Another popular cultivar 
is Michael Dirr’s ‘Autumn Sunset.’  
Both have been bred to have 
superior fall color and drought 
tolerance.  The birds will likely 
beat you to the tasty fruit born in 
the summer.   
 
Serviceberry, Amelanchier arborea 

 
 
All of our local serviceberries like well-drained moist soil, but will tolerate an occasional dry period.  They will grow in 
clay or sand, and once established are virtually disease free.  For those who prefer to grow native, I have listed the 
following:   
 

Native to our mountains, A. laevis is commonly known as the Allegheny serviceberry.  Unlike the more commonly 
cultivated Downey serviceberry, its leaves are smooth.  The flowers are quite showy in early spring prior to emergence of 
the reddish new leaves.  The fruit produced is very attractive to wildlife.   
 
Amelanchier canadensis (Canadian serviceberry or Shadowblow serviceberry) is also a native, growing 6-15 feet tall, but 
much wider.  Shrubby and multi-stemmed, it often occurs naturally in bogs and wet sites.  In the landscape, it prefers 
moist, well-drained soil, but will even tolerate dry soil.  Often confused with A. arborea, it tends to shorter and suckers, 
unlike A. arborea.   
 
Serviceberries are one of the treasures of the natural environment.  Their cultivated forms bring these native delights to 
the landscape with characteristics desired by the backyard gardener.  Appealing flowers and bright fall color, combined 
with attractive form and small scale, call for them to be used more widely in the homeowner’s garden palette.  TN   
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A non-copyrighted picture was gleaned from the Internet to illustrate this article. 

 
Tom Nunnenkamp is an Extension Master Gardener with Mecklenburg County, NC.   
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